MASTER COURSE WITH HOWARD CHOY

The Theory and Practical Use of the Xuan Kong Bazhai
combined Luopan Compass
Friday 12th February to Monday 15th February 2016

Four day Master Course
This intensive master course will provide the theory and practical information to
enable you to understand and effectively use every ring of your Xuan Kong Bazhai
Luopan.
As a course participant you will learn the use of the following Liqi Pai techniques:








“Longmen Baju” or the “Eight Sets of Dragon Gates” also known as the “Early
and Later Heaven Water Methods”.
The use of the 24 Mountains in Xuan Kong Feixing calculations, along with
Howard’s comprehensive checklist of how to carry out a Flying Stars audit and
analysis with the Luopan Compass.
Date selection for building construction and renovations, using the 24 Solar
Terms.
The Bazhai Mingjing and the Yangzhai Sanyao Eight Houses Methods (Eight
Mansions), with theories and practical applications.
The theory and the use of the Replacement Stars in Xuan Kong Feixing.
The theory and the use of the Xuan Kong Da Gua system, including how to
obtain the “One Pure Gua”, “Mutually Generating” and “Adding Up to 10”
arrangements.

You will be provided with a comprehensive set of course notes.
Course participants have the opportunity to own a Luopan designed by Howard
Choy and hand-made by Thomson House in Hong Kong at a discounted price of
AU$300 (regular price AU$400).

Pre-requisite knowledge
This course is suitable for practitioners and students with knowledge of Feng Shui
fundamentals. The course is intensive and covers four Feng Shui systems and date
selection methods – therefore your serious commitment to study is required.
About Howard Choy
Howard Choy is a Feng Shui architect and teacher with more than 30 years of
practical experience working at the coalface of Feng Shui. Howard’s emphasis is on
the practical use of Feng Shui to help you to become a more knowledgeable
practitioner.

“Howard is always remarkable in his understanding of Feng Shui and its many
paradigms. He is a rare type of Master who always takes the time to investigate,
understand and explain the underlying theory leaving nothing to ‘faith’, no secrets
and only practical knowledge. He not only teaches each of the main methods used
today, he also explains the variations of the different lineages, their strengths and
weaknesses without bias, leaving the final decision of how and what to practice to the
empowered student”. Tyler J Rowe
Howard studied Feng Shui under the personal guidance of Master Ren Zhilin in
Hong Kong, and he works with tertiary institutions on Feng Shui research in China,
Hong Kong and Germany.
Howard is the Principal of the European College of Feng Shui (ECOFS) and a
director of ECOFS Consulting and ar-qi-tektur, Feng Shui Architects and Planners
based in Berlin.
Howard is a well renowned speaker at international Feng Shui conferences, and a
willing teacher who shares his knowledge and experience with his students.
Howard’s Australian clients include Murdoch Magazines, Speedo Australia, Star
City Casino, Sydney Darling Harbour Authority and the City of Sydney.

Why study with Howard?
“Howard’s knowledge is unparalleled. He is perhaps the only teacher of Feng Shui
equally at home in practical application and academic research. He is also one of the
few who understands the Chinese classics and is able to explain them not just in
translated English but in Australian! His sense of humour and passion to answer any
question or solve any problem, paired with his uncanny insights make him the most
influential local master of his generation. It would be negligent not to take any
opportunity to learn from Howard, as those who do, never leave with their skill and
art unchanged.” Tyler J Rowe
“Howard is a very patient and generous teacher whose step by step overview of how
best to implement specific formulas into your Feng Shui consultations is not only
practical, but ensures you take away the tools you need to incorporate his teachings
into your everyday consultancy services.” Carolyn McCallum
“Thank you Howard for a fantastic five days. I am only new to Feng Shui and I found
the course easy to follow. Howard’s study notes and teachings were brilliant and all
of the examples were greatly appreciated. I look forward to studying with Howard in
the future.” Kelly Ingram
“Howard is an amazing teacher with an abundance of knowledge and skills which he
openly shares with the class. Howard’s teaching style is relaxed, varied and
enthusiastic, providing practical excursions, clear presentation and invaluable
handouts and knowledge. I look forward to doing many, many more classes with
Howard.” Jill Lynch
Course Location
Sydney, Australia
Course Fees
Four day master course: Full price $1580 or Early Bird fee $1480
A non-refundable deposit of $180 is required to guarantee your place, as numbers
are limited. To qualify for the Early Bird discount, fees are payable by 1st Dec 2015.
Contact for more information
Jane Langof, Feng Shui Concepts
Email: jane@fengshuiconcepts.com.au
Telephone: +61 412 002 757

